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Name of the Activity : Creative Expressions

Theme : Story writing based on proverb

Venue : Classroom

Date | 25.08.L7

Duration | 40 minutes

Participants/attended by : VI (A - E)

File Accession Dossier i Intra- class dossier file

OBJECTIVES:

. To motivate children to enhance their creativity'

. To encourage creative flow among students to use their writing skills.

. To develop competitive spirit in them,

. To provide the students a platform to express their opinions and views on any of the

proverbs given with the help of story writing.

Writing is an exploration. You start from noth,ng and learn as you 9o.

DESCRIPTION:

An Intra class activity on 'Story Writing' was conducted for the students of Class VI in their

respective classrooms wherein the students showed their creative ideas by putting forward their

views and thoughts on any of the commonly used proverbs given to them. It gave them a platform

to exhibit their creativity in a very attractive way. They were using this opportunity so well and

showcased their ideas on the topic with enthusiasm. All the students participated enthusiastically.

They were awarded on the basis of creativity, clarity and cornpetence. At the end four best stories

were selected from each section and the final best three were selected from all the five sections and

declared as winners. Winning the competition was a matter of honor and pride not only for the

individual participants but also for the classes that won. With the help of this activity, students

understood the use of proverbs in daily lives, Overall, the activity was very useful as it enhanced the

confidence and creativity of the students , \ a\, - qnrP rtrrl'yq
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